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Abstract
This paper deals with the super-replication of non path-dependent European claims
under additional convex constraints on the number of shares held in the portfolio.
The corresponding super-replication price of a given claim has been widely studied
in the literature and its terminal value, which dominates the claim of interest, is the
so-called facelift transform of the claim. We investigate under which conditions the
super-replication price and strategy of a large class of claims coincide with the exact
replication price and strategy of the facelift transform of this claim. In dimension 1, we
observe that this property is satisfied for any local volatility model. In any dimension,
we exhibit an analytical necessary and sufficient condition for this property, which
combines the dynamics of the stock together with the characteristics of the closed
convex set of constraints. To obtain this condition, we introduce the notion of first
order viability property for linear parabolic PDEs. We investigate in details several
practical cases of interest: multidimensional Black Scholes model, non-tradable assets
or short selling restrictions.
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1 Introduction
In a complete financial market, the absence of arbitrage opportunities leads to the definition
of a unique fair price for any contingent claim using replication arguments. This uniqueness
property disappears as soon as constraints are introduced in the replication procedure, see
e.g. [13, 6] and references therein. This implies the existence of a closed interval of arbitrage-
free prices. A commonly considered prudential pricing methodology consists in selecting
the upper bound of this interval. This so-called super-replication price coincides with the
minimal initial amount of money required to constitute an admissible portfolio strategy
satisfying the constraints and whose terminal value dominates the claim of interest. The
super-replication price under convex delta constraints has been thoroughly studied in the
literature. In [7], the authors obtain a dual representation of the super-replication price in
terms of a well chosen set of risk neutral probabilities. In [8], closely related to the previous
work, the super-replication price process is shown to be the unique solution of a Backward
Stochastic Differential Equation (BSDE) with constraints on the gain process Z. All these
works mainly rely on probabilistic and duality arguments. In a Markovian setting, the
super-replication price is characterised using direct dynamic programming arguments and
PDE techniques, see [19, 1].
In [4], the authors observe that, for the classical Black Scholes model, the super-replication
price of a claim under convex delta constraints coincides with the unconstrained replication
price of a so-called facelift transform of this claim. They consider constraints in terms of
number of shares in dimension 1, wealth proportion or money amount in any dimension,
and exhibit the three corresponding facelifting procedures. In more general Markovian
models, the super-replication price function under convex portfolio constraints of a non
path-dependent claim interprets as the smallest function above the unconstrained price of
the claim, which is stable under the corresponding facelift transform, see e.g. [1]. The goal
of this paper is to state a necessary and sufficient condition under which the noteworthy
result of [4] extends to general local volatility models in dimension d.
To exhibit this condition presented in Theorem 3.1 below, we rely on a BSDE represen-
tation of the replicating strategy. We show in Proposition 4.1 that the replicating strategy
is the unique solution of a multidimensional linear BSDE with terminal value ∇h(XT ),
where h is a smooth payoff function and X denotes the assets price process.
If h satisfies the portfolio constraint, i.e. ∇h is valued in some convex set K, the condi-
tion given in Theorem 3.1 ensures that the solution of a multi-dimensional linear BSDE
with terminal value ∇h(XT ) is valued in a convex set K. Namely, the super-replication
price of the claim with payoff h(XT ) under convex delta constraints coincides with its
unconstrained replication price. It is crucial to observe that we cannot rely on classical
viability results for BSDEs [5] since the class of possible terminal value for the BSDE is
restricted here to gradient type terminal conditions of the form ∇h(XT ). The condition
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obtained in [5] is thus only a sufficient condition for our problem. Contrary to this paper,
we take advantage here of the linear structure of the problem. It appears that the study
of the viability condition for the convex set K boils down to the study of the viability
condition for the tangent half-spaces to K. This makes the proof - in some sense - simpler.
Our approach allows us also to remark that, under the exhibited condition of interest, the
super-replication price of an American option with exercise payoff h(X) under convex delta
constraints also coincides with its unconstrained replication price.
In practice, the payoff function h does not satisfy that ∇h is valued in K nor any smooth-
ness property. Nevertheless, our main result still holds using the facelift transform of h.
The proofs in the general case are based on regularisation techniques.
We also discuss in this paper various practical cases which are of interest in Finance,
see Section 3. We first observe that the result of [4] in the Black Scholes model does not
extend to the consideration of a financial market with d > 1 assets. The hypercubes are
the only convex set of constraints for which facelifting the payoff allows to get rid of the
portfolio constraints in a multidimensional Black Scholes model. This property extends
also to most of the common local volatility models, in which each asset follows its own
dynamics. In particular, hypercubes include the consideration of non-tradable assets or
no short sell restrictions. More specifically, we observe that the only model dynamics in
which no short sell restrictions on Asset 1 can be relaxed using a facelifting procedure are
the one for which the quadratic covariations between the other assets do not depend on
Asset 1.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we specify the problem
formulation and exhibit the main properties of the super-replication methodology and
related facelift operator. In Section 3, we produce the main result of the paper which
gives a tractable analytical necessary and sufficient condition, ensuring that the exact
replication property holds for a large class of payoff functions. We describe practical
examples of interest and provide a simple probability-change argument in dimension d = 1.
Focusing on regular payoff functions h stable under the facelifting procedure, Section 4 is
dedicated to the proof of the necessary and sufficient condition for the so-called first order
viability property. Namely, the first order viability property ensures that the gradient of
the solution of a linear PDE lies in a convex set K on [0, T ] as soon as it does at time T .
This section revisits arguments of [5] in our framework. Section 5 provides the proof of the
main theorem and details in particular the corresponding regularization procedure. The
Appendix collects useful properties of the facelift transform and some technical proofs.
Notations. Any element x ∈ Rd will be identified to a column vector with i-th component
xi and Euclidian norm |x|, (ei)1≤i≤d is the canonical basis of Rd. We denote by Md the set
of matrices with d lines and d columns, and Sd the subset of symetric elements of Md. For
a matrix A ∈Md, Tr[A] denotes its trace, A.j its j-th column, Ai. its i-th row, and Aij the
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i-th term of A.j . The transpose of a matrix or a vector y will be denoted y>. For a vector
x, Diag(x) denotes the diagonal square matrix with diagonal terms given respectively by
(xi)1≤i≤d. For a function h from Rd to R, we denote by ∂xh and ∂2xxh the d-dimensional
row vector and the matrix in Md defined by
∂xh(x) =
(∂h(x)
∂x1
, . . . ,
∂h(x)
∂xd
)
and ∂2xxh(x) =
[∂2h(x)
∂xi∂xj
]
1≤i,j≤d
, x ∈ Rd .
We shall also note ∂ih(x) :=
∂h(x)
∂xi
, for 1 ≤ i ≤ d and ∇h(x) = [∂xh(x)]>, x ∈ Rd.
C1b (Rd,Rq) denotes the set of function from Rd to Rq which are differentiable with contin-
uous and bounded first derivatives. We denote by λ the Lebesgue-measure and by E.(U)
the Doleans-Dade exponential of a process U .
Finally, for a given closed convex set K, dK is the (non-negative) distance function to this
set, namely, dK : x ∈ Rd 7→ inf{|x− y| : y ∈ K}.
2 Super-replication and facelift properties
In this section, we introduce the market model and formulate the super-replication problem
under Delta constraints, namely when the number of shares constituting the portfolio must
remain in a closed convex set.
2.1 The market model
We consider a financial market defined on a probability space (Ω,F ,P), endowed with
a d-dimensional brownian motion W . For 0 ≤ t ≤ T , we denote by Ft = (F ts)t≤s≤T the
completion of the filtration generated by (Ws−Wt)s≥t and by Pt the σ-field of progressively
measurable processes associated to Ft. In the sequel, we interpret the probability P as a
pricing measure.
We suppose that the financial market is composed of d risky assets and one non-risky
asset, whose interest rate is assumed to be 0 for ease of presentation. Up to considering
discounted processes, all the results of the paper extend straightaway to financial markets
with deterministic interest rates.
For an initial condition (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd, where x represents the vector value of the
d assets at time t, the vector of risky asset price process is described by the diffusion
(Xt,xs )s∈[t,T ] defined as the unique solution of the stochastic differential equation
Xt,xs = x+
∫ s
t
σ(Xt,xr )dWr , s ∈ [t, T ] , (2.1)
where σ : Rd → Md is the volatility function. The Dynkin second order linear differential
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operator associated to the dynamics (2.1), denoted by Lσ, is given by
Lσϕ(t, x) := ∂tϕ(t, x) + 1
2
Tr
(
∂2xxϕ(t, x)σ(x)σ
>(x)
)
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd ,
for any ϕ ∈ C1,2([0, T ]× Rd).
We denote by Supp(σ) the interior of the the support of the function σ i.e. the open subset
of Rd defined by
Supp(σ) :=
{
x ∈ Rd : σ(x) is invertible } .
Throughout this paper, we work under the condition that the function σ is C1b (Rd,Md)
and shall sometimes use the following assumption:
(Hσ) The function σ−1 is continuous on Supp(σ) and for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×Supp(σ), the
process
(
σ−1(Xt,xs )
)
s∈[t,T ] is well defined.
Starting with an initial wealth y ≥ 0 at time t ∈ [0, T ], an investment strategy is described
by a Pt-measurable process ∆ = (∆1, . . . ,∆d)> valued in Rd, where ∆is represents the
number of shares of asset i detained at time s ∈ [t, T ]. We denote by At,x the set of self
financing strategies ∆ such that∫ T
t
|σ(Xt,xr )∆r|2dr < ∞ , P− a.s.
The portfolio process corresponding to an initial wealth y at time t ∈ [0, T ] and a self-
financing strategy ∆ ∈ At,x is denoted (Y t,x,y,∆s )s∈[t,T ] and satisfies
Y t,x,y,∆s = y +
∫ s
t
∆>r dX
t,x
r , t ≤ s ≤ T .
The set Abt,x of admissible strategies is given by the strategies ∆ in Abt,x such that the
portfolio value Y t,x,y,∆ is bounded from below by a constant.
2.2 Super-replication under constraints
Due to regulatory or structural reasons, we suppose that the possible investment strategies
are restricted to take their values in a deterministic closed convex subset K of Rd s.t.
0 ∈ K.
For any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd, the subset of admissible constrained strategies AKt,x is then
defined by
AKt,x :=
{
∆ ∈ Abt,x : dK(∆) = 0 , P⊗ λ− a.e.
}
.
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Observe that the constraint is not imposed on the portfolio value but on the investment
strategy itself.
The addition of constraints on the investment strategy implies that exact replication of
a given contingent claim is not always possible, see e.g. [13]. Here, we intend to focus on
super-replication strategies.
Definition 2.1 (Super-replication valuation) For a measurable function h : Rd → R
bounded from below, we define the super-replication price of the contingent claim h(Xt,xT )
under K constraint at time t by
vhK(t, x) = inf
{
y ∈ R : ∃∆ ∈ AKt,x , y +
∫ T
t
∆>s dX
t,x
s ≥ h(Xt,xT ) P− a.s.
}
,
for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd.
The super-replication price of a contingent claim has been widely studied in the literature
see e.g. [7, 19, 1]. In our context, a complete characterization of the super-replication
price under constraint is given in [2] and we will use a supersolution property of vhK proved
therein. Let us recall that the support function δK of the convex set K is defined by
δK(x) := sup
y∈K
x>y , x ∈ Rd ,
whose domain is denoted K˜ := {ζ ∈ Rd | δK(ζ) < +∞}.
Using the support function of K, we define the following global differential operator related
to the constraints:
CK(p) := inf
|ζ|=1,ζ∈K˜
δK(ζ)− ζ>p .
Let us also introduce
Definition 2.2 (Facelift) The facelift operator FK for the admissibility set K maps any
measurable function h : Rd → R, to its facelift transform FK [h], defined by
FK [h](x) := sup
y∈Rd
h(x+ y)− δK(y) = sup
y∈K˜
h(x+ y)− δK(y) , x ∈ Rd .
We collect in the Appendix, Section 6.1, some useful properties of the Facelift transform.
In the sequel, we shall use the following assumption related to the payoff function h and
its facelift transform:
(Hh) The function h is lower semi-continuous, bounded from below and such that
E
[
|FK [h](Xt,xT )|2
]
<∞ , (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd.
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Remark 2.1 Assumption (Hh) is satisfied, e.g., in the following cases.
(i) When K = [0,∞) i.e. the no short sell constraint and h is the payoff of a Put option.
Indeed, FK [h] is then a constant function equal to the strike of the Put option.
(ii) When K is bounded or h is Lipschitz continuous, since then FK [h] is Lipschitz-
continuous.
Let us now recall the following result proved in [2].
Proposition 2.1 The super-replication price under K-constraint vhK(t, x) is a viscosity
supersolution of the following PDE
min{−Lσu(t, x) , CK(∇u(t, x)) } = 0 , (t, x) ∈ [0, T )× Rd
and satisfies
vhK(T−, x) ≥ FK [h](x) , x ∈ Rd ,
provided that h is l.s.c, with linear growth and bounded from below.
We conclude this section with a consequence of the previous result.
Corollary 2.1 Assume that h is l.s.c, with linear growth and bounded from below, then
vhK(t, x) ≥ E
[
FK [h](X
t,x
T )
]
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T )× Rd .
For sake of completeness, we provide a proof in the Appendix, see Section 6.2.
3 Relaxing portfolio constraints via terminal facelift
In this section, we investigate under which conditions, super-hedging any claim under
Delta constraints is equivalent to simply hedge the facelift transform of this claim. We
first consider the particular case where the number of shares for each asset is constrained
to stay in-between two constant bounds. In this context, we show that the ‘replication
property’ is always satisfied in the one-dimensional case but not systematically in the multi-
dimensional case. This motivates the second part of this section which presents in Theorem
3.1 a tractable analytical necessary and sufficient condition ensuring this property to hold
for general multi-dimensional convex constraints. We finally focus on several practical
examples of importance (Black Scholes model, short selling, non-tradable asset, etc.) in
order to emphasize the range of applications for Theorem 3.1, which is the main result of
the paper.
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3.1 A motivating example
We consider first a simple practical example where the investor faces constant restrictions
on the number of shares of each asset held in the portfolio. More precisely, the admissibility
set is a closed hypercube given by
Kc := Π
d
i=1 [−di, ui] , where (di, ui) ∈ [0,∞]2, for 1 ≤ i ≤ d . (3.1)
Observe that this form of convex set allows to consider, for example, the realistic practical
case where short-selling one or several assets is not allowed. It also covers the natural case
where some of the assets cannot be traded on the financial market (di = ui = 0).
We first focus on the particular case where only one asset is traded (d = 1). As detailed
in the next proposition, a direct probability change argument shows that super-replicating
a claim under Kc-portfolio constraints simply consists in replicating without constraint the
facelift transform of this claim. For sake of simplicity, we consider here payoff functions with
regular facelift transform, but this strong regularity property is relieved in the following
subsection, see Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 3.1 Let d = 1 and h be a payoff function such that FKc [h] ∈ C1b (R,R). Then,
for any starting point (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R, the super-replicating price and hedging strategy
under Kc-constraints of the claim h(X
t,x
T ) coincides with the exact replicating price and
unconstrained hedging strategy of FKc [h](X
t,x
T ).
Proof. Let (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×R and consider a payoff function h such that FKc [h] ∈ C1(R,R).
By construction of the facelift transform, ∇FKc [h] is necessarily valued in Kc. We now
consider the exact replicating strategy ∆FKc [h] of FKc [h](X
t,x
T ) and intend to prove that
∆FKc [h] is valued in Kc on [t, T ]. Due to the regularity of FKc [h], observe that the exact
replicating strategy rewrites
∆
FKc [h]
s = E
[
∇FKc [h](Xt,xT )
∇Xt,xT
∇Xt,xs
∣∣∣ F ts
]
, t ≤ s ≤ T ,
where ∇Xt,x denotes the tangent process of Xt,x and satisfies
∇Xt,xs = 1 +
∫ s
t
∇σ(Xt,xr )∇Xt,xr dWr , t ≤ s ≤ T .
Since σ has bounded derivatives, we deduce that (∇Xt,xs )t≤s≤T is a positive martingale
with constant expectation equal to 1. Therefore, it also interprets as a probability change
on (Ω,F tT ) and we denote by P∇X the probability defined by dP
∇X
dP |FtT = ∇X
t,x
T . This
allows us to rewrite directly
∆
FKc [h]
s = EP
∇X [∇FKc [h](Xt,xT ) ∣∣ F ts] , t ≤ s ≤ T .
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Since ∇FKc [h] is valued in the convex set Kc, ∆FKc [h] is also valued in Kc.
The hedging strategy of FKc [h](X
t,x
T ) being valued in Kc, it coincides with the super-
hedging strategy under Kc-constraints of h(X
t,x
T ), see Corollary 2.1. Hence, the super-
replicating price of h(Xt,xT ) and the replicating price of FKc [h](X
t,x
T ) also coincide. 2
Remark 3.1 Interpreting the gradient of the stock process as a probability change has
already been used for example in [11].
We now turn to the multi-dimensional case. As detailed in the next proposition, the
previous result easily extends to the particular case where each asset has its own dynamics,
since the previous arguments can be applied on each component of the price process X.
Proposition 3.2 Let h be a payoff function such that FKc [h] ∈ C1b (Rd,R). Fix (t, x) ∈
[0, T ]× Rd and suppose that the dynamics of each asset Xt,x,i is given by
Xt,x,is = x
i +
∫ s
t
σi(X
t,x,i
r )dWr , 1 ≤ i ≤ d , t ≤ s ≤ T .
Then, the super-replicating price and hedging strategy under Kc-constraints of the claim
h(Xt,xT ) coincides with the replicating price and hedging strategy of FKc [h](X
t,x
T ).
Proof. Following the same reasoning as in the one-dimensional case, we only require to
verify that the exact replicating strategy ∆FKc [h] of FKc [h](X
t,x
T ) is valued in Kc. As in
the one dimensional case, we have(
∆
FKc [h]
s
)i
= E
[(
∇FKc [h](Xt,xT )
)i ∇Xt,x,iT
∇Xt,x,is
∣∣∣ F ts
]
, t ≤ s ≤ T , 1 ≤ i ≤ d ,
where ∇Xt,x,i is the tangent process of Xt,x,i. Due to the particular form of the stock
dynamics, each tangent process ∇Xt,x,i is a positive martingale starting from 1. Observe
that, contrary to the one-dimensional proof, we cannot use a common probability change for
all the d components of the hedging strategy ∆FKc [h]. Nevertheless, due to the special form
of Kc and the fact that ∇FKc [h](Xt, xT ) ∈ Kc, we work separately on each component.
We compute
−di = E
[
−di∇X
t,x,i
T
∇Xt,x,is
∣∣∣ F ts
]
≤
(
∆
FKc [h]
s
)i ≤ E[ui∇Xt,x,iT∇Xt,x,is
∣∣∣ F ts
]
= ui ,
for t ≤ s ≤ T and 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Hence, the replicating strategy ∆FKc [h] is valued in Kc and
the proof is complete. 2
Unfortunately, this nice property does not remain valid for general multi-dimensional
stock dynamics. Consider for example the 2-dimensional case where the dynamics of the
first asset X1 is given by
dX1t =
(|X2t | ∧ σ¯)X1t dWt , with σ¯ > 0 ,
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and the second asset (the stochastic volatility) is not tradable, i.e. Kc = R× {0}. In this
framework, the super-replicating price of a call (or any convex payoff) option on X1T is
simply the σ¯-volatility Black Scholes price of this call, see e.g. [9].
Hence, even for hypercube type constraints, the exact replication of the facelifted ter-
minal payoff does not always match the constrained super-replication of the payoff. The
purpose of the next section is to investigate the conditions one should impose on the model
dynamics σ and the convex set K, in order to retrieve this useful property.
3.2 The main result: general convex constraints
We now consider general Delta constraints characterized by a subset K of Rd satisfying
the following assumption :
(HK) K is a closed convex subset of Rd with non empty interior and 0 ∈ K.
We consider a stocks’ price process X with general dynamics (2.1). The next theorem
provides a tractable necessary and sufficient condition ensuring that, in order to super-
replicate under K-constraints any option with payoff function satisfying (Hh), one simply
needs to replicate the facelift transform of the terminal payoff.
For any point y on the boundary ∂K of K, we denote by NK(y) the set of unitary
outward normal vectors to K at y i.e.
NK(y) :=
{
n ∈ Rd : |n| = 1 and n>(y − y′) ≤ 0 ∀y′ ∈ K
}
.
We define ˘∂K the set of points y ∈ ∂K where there exists only one outward normal vector
denoted n(y), i.e.
˘∂K :=
{
y ∈ ∂K , NK(y) = {n(y)}
}
. (3.2)
Equivalently, ˘∂K is the set of the boundary points where there is a tangent hyperplane,
see [18] for details.
In the sequel, we shall sometimes use the following technical assumption on the couple
(σ,K).
(HG) For any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ) × Supp(σ) and any y ∈ ˘∂K, the Ft-local martingale
(M t,x,ys )s∈[t,T ] defined by
M t,x,ys = Es
∫ .
0
σ−1(Xt,xr )( ∑
1≤i,k≤d
∂k[σσ
>]i,j(Xt,xr )n
i(y)nk(y)
)
1≤j≤d
> dWr
 ,
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for s ∈ [t, T ], is an Ft-martingale.
We refer to Remark 3.3 for a discussion on relevant cases when (HG) is satisfied.
Finally, for any y ∈ ˘∂K, we associate to n(y) a family (n¯`(y), 1 ≤ ` ≤ d) of d vectors
such that n¯1(y) := n(y) and (n¯1(y), . . . , n¯d(y)) is an orthonormal basis of Rd. We denote
by P (y) the new matrix basis i.e. P (y)e` = n¯`(y), 1 ≤ ` ≤ d. Observe that P (y) is an
orthogonal matrix.
When it is clear from context, we shall omit the ’y’ in the above notations, for the reader’s
convenience.
Theorem 3.1 Let us consider the two conditions:
(i) For any payoff function h satisfying (Hh) and any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×Supp(σ), the super-
replicating price and strategy of h(Xt,xT ) under K-constraint coincides with the exact
replicating price and unconstrained strategy of the facelifted claim FK [h](X
t,x
T ).
(ii) The following holds true:
∂x[n¯
>
` (y)σσ
>(.)n¯k(y)]n(y) = 0 , 2 ≤ k, ` ≤ d , (3.3)
for all y ∈ ˘∂K.
Under (HK), we have that (i) implies to (ii). Moreover, if (Hσ) and (HG) hold then (ii)
implies (i).
In order to alleviate the presentation of the paper, the proof of this theorem is post-
poned to Section 5. Considering first regular payoff functions h which are stable under
the facelifting procedure, the unconstrained hedging strategy of h(XT ) interprets as the
solution of a linear BSDE (or PDE) with terminal condition ∇h(XT ) ∈ K. We introduce
in Section 4 the notion of first order viability for the corresponding BSDE which ensures
that the solution of the BSDE is valued at any time in K, for any bounded terminal payoff
function of the form ∇h(XT ) lying in K. We then establish in Theorem 4.2 that Con-
dition (ii) above is necessary and sufficient for this newly introduced first order viability
property. The extension of this property to payoff functions satisfying (Hh) is done via a
regularization argument presented in Section 5.
Remark 3.2 The previous property extends also naturally to American options, under
additional regularity assumptions. See Remark 4.5 (ii) below for a sketch of proof.
Remark 3.3 Let us exhibit interesting cases where (HG) holds.
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(i) The Black and Scholes model.
Suppose that the volatility function σ is given by
σ(x) = Diag(x)Σ , x ∈ Rd (3.4)
where Σ is an invertible matrix of Md. As detailed in Example 5 below, Condition (3.3)
imposes that n(y) is a vector of the canonical basis, for any y ∈ ˘∂K. Denoting then ei0
the outward normal vector n(y) of interest, the relation ni(y)nk(y) = 1i=k=i0 for any i, k
together with (3.4) imply via a direct computation that the local martingaleM t,x,y rewrites
M t,x,ys = Es
(∫ .
0
(
Σ−1
(
(1 + 1j=i0)[ΣΣ
>]i0,j
)
1≤j≤d
)>
dWr
)
= Es
(∫ .
0
(
(1 + 1j=i0)Σ
j,i0
)>
1≤j≤d
dWr
)
for all s ∈ [t, T ]. Therefore, Assumption (HG) is satisfied.
(ii) The elliptic volatility model.
Suppose that there exists two constants C1 > 0 and C2 > 0 such that
|σ(.)| ≤ C1 and σ>σ(.) ≥ C2Id . (3.5)
Observe that Supp(σ) = Rd and Assumption (Hσ) holds. Using (3.5), we compute∣∣∣σ−1( ∑
1≤i,k≤d
∂k[σσ
>]i,jni(y)nk(y)
)
1≤j≤d
∣∣∣2 ≤ 1
C2
∣∣∣( ∑
1≤i,k≤d
∂k[σσ
>]i,jni(y)nk(y)
)
1≤j≤d
∣∣∣2
≤ d
3
C2
sup
Rd
|∂.[σσ>]| .
Since σ is C1b and bounded, we deduce that the term above is bounded, and using Novikov
condition that, (HG) holds.
We conclude this section with the following Remark discussing equivalent writing of
condition (3.3).
Remark 3.4 (i) An equivalent coordinate-free formulation of condition (3.3) is the fol-
lowing:
∂x
[
Tr
(
σσ>(x)γ
)]
n(y) = 0 , ∀(x, y, γ) ∈ Supp(σ)× ˘∂K × Sd s.t. γ n(y) = 0 . (3.6)
Indeed, fixing (x, y) ∈ Supp(σ)× ˘∂K, observe that the family (k`)1≤k≤`≤d of elements of
Sd, given by
k` := n¯`(y)n¯k(y)
> + n¯k(y)n¯`(y)> = P (y)(e`e>k + eke
>
` )P (y)
> , 1 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ d
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is a basis of Sd. Moreover, it is straightforward to show that the family (k`)2≤k≤`≤d is a
basis of {γ ∈ Sd , s.t. γn = 0}. Thus the relation
∂x
[
Tr
(
σσ>(x)k`
)]
n(y) = ∂x[n¯
>
` σσ
>n¯k]n(y) , 1 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ d
implies that (3.3) and (3.6) are equivalent.
(ii) Condition (3.3) can also be rewritten fully in the new basis (n¯`(y))1≤`≤d, for a fixed
y ∈ ˘∂K. Let us define σ˜(·) := P>σ(P ·), then (3.3) simply reads
∂1
[
σ˜k.(σ˜`.)>
]
= 0 ,
for all 2 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ d. If we define X˜ := P>X, then the above condition states that there
is no dependency upon the first component of X˜ of the quadratic covariations of the other
components.
3.3 Financial applications
We now present financial applications of the main result of the paper. We also precise
the form of the necessary and sufficient condition (3.3) for relevant convex constraints and
model dynamics in the field of mathematical finance. We successively consider the cases
of illiquid assets, short sell prohibition and restrictions on the total number of positions
taken on the financial market.
Then, we look towards the model dynamics satisfying the viability property for any
possible closed convex constraints set. Although it is always the case in dimension d = 1,
it appears that this condition is very restrictive in greater dimension. Finally, for the
multidimensional Black Scholes model, we show that super-replicating an option with
Delta constraint is equivalent to replicating the corresponding facelifted payoff if and only
if the set of constraints is given by an hypercube Kc, recalling (3.1).
Example 1: Non-tradable asset.
In dimension 2, we consider the case where Asset 1 is illiquid and thus cannot be traded.
The corresponding convex set K is the ordinate axis {0} × R. This convex set does not
satisfy Assumption (HK) since it has an empty interior, but Remark 4.3 below justifies
that Theorem 3.1 is also valid for hyperplanes. The only outward normal vectors to K are
n = (1, 0) and n = (−1, 0) which lead to the same Condition (3.3), which rewrites
∂1
[|σ21|2 + |σ22|2] = 0 . (3.7)
This necessary and sufficient condition indicates that the quadratic variation of the second
asset does not depend on the first one. Observe that the condition derived by [5] for
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classical viability property rewrites: ∂1σ21 = ∂1σ22 = 0. This condition is stronger than
(3.7) as expected.
Example 2: No short sell.
Consider a market with two assets where short selling Asset 1 is prohibited i.e. K = R+×R.
Up to their sign, this convex set shares the exact same outward normal vectors with the
one considered in the previous example. The main observation here is that Condition
(3.3) is only related to the border of K so that convex sets with similar borders share the
same viability property. Therefore the prohibition of short selling asset 1 is also related
to Condition (3.7). Moreover, since the corresponding convex sets share the same unit
outward normal vectors, we emphasize that restricting to portfolios ∆ such that ∆1 ∈
[−a, b] ∩ R for some a, b ∈ [0,∞] leads to the same condition (3.7) derived here when
(a, b) = (0,∞).
Similarly, if short selling any of the two assets is prohibited, super-replication reduces to
hedging the facelifted claim payoff whenever the stock model satisfies
∂1
[|σ21|2 + |σ22|2] = 0 and ∂2 [|σ11|2 + |σ12|2] = 0 . (3.8)
In dimension d, when the subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , d} of assets cannot be short sold, the necessary
and sufficient Condition (3.3) rewrites as a constraint on quadratic covariations and takes
the following form:
∂j
[
σ`1σk1 + · · ·+ σ`dσkd
]
= 0 , j ∈ J , `, k ∈ {1, . . . , d} \ {j} .
Example 3: Bound on the number of shares.
We now consider the case where the investor faces a constant upper bound C on the total
number of possible positions he or she can take on the financial market. In dimension 2, this
corresponds to the consideration of the lozenge convex set K = {(∆1,∆2) ∈ R2 / |∆1| +
|∆2| ≤ C}. Up to their directions, there are two outward normal vectors for the convex
set K: namely (1, 1) and (−1, 1). Thus, the condition (3.3) rewrites as{
∂1
[|σ11 − σ21|2 + |σ12 − σ22|2]+ ∂2 [|σ11 − σ21|2 + |σ12 − σ22|2] = 0
∂1
[|σ11 + σ21|2 + |σ12 + σ22|2]− ∂2 [|σ11 + σ21|2 + |σ12 + σ22|2] = 0 .
Observe that this condition is the one given by (3.8), but simply written in a different
orthonormal basis.
Example 4: Model with unconditional viability property.
Clearly, Condition (3.3) is always satisfied if the volatility function σ is constant. Therefore,
the replication property (i) of Theorem 3.1 is valid for any closed convex set in the particular
case where the assets’ price X is a multidimensional Brownian motion, i.e. in the Bachelier
model.
Moreover, in dimension 1, Proposition 3.1 states that any model satisfies this property.
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We now show that this unconditional viability property may lead to strong restriction on
the model in dimension greater than 1. To this end, we identify the models with separate
dynamics and invertible volatility matrix satisfying the unconditional viability property in
dimension 2. Namely, the model has the form
dXit = σ
i1(Xit)dW
1
t + σ
i2(Xit)dW
2
t , 0 ≤ t ≤ T , i = 1, 2 .
For any outward normal vectors (a, b) ∈ R2, Condition (3.3) rewrites
a∂1
[|aσ21 − bσ11|2 + |aσ22 − bσ12|2]+ b∂2 [|aσ21 − bσ11|2 + |aσ22 − bσ12|2] = 0 .
Hence, a model σ satisfies the replication property for any closed convex set if and only if
ab
(
∂2σ
21 − ∂1σ11 , ∂2σ22 − ∂1σ12
)
σ>(−b, a)> = 0 , (a, b) ∈ R2 .
Since the volatility function σ is invertible, this condition is equivalent to the relation
∂1σ
11 = ∂2σ
21 and ∂1σ12 = ∂2σ22 .
Then, the volatility function reads
σ(x) =
(
γx1 + Σ
11 νx1 + Σ
12
γx2 + Σ
21 νx2 + Σ
22
)
for some ν, γ ∈ R and Σ ∈M2.
The invertibility condition on σ imposes ν = γ = 0 and Σ invertible. Necessarily, the class
of model with separate dynamics and invertible volatility matrix satisfying an unconditional
viability property is the class of Bachelier models.
Example 5: The multidimensional Black Scholes model.
We assume that the dynamics of the stocks are given by
dXt = Diag(Xt)ΣdWt , 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
with Σ ∈Md is invertible.
1. If the property is satisfied for a given convex set K, then K is an hypercube.
Indeed, Remark 3.4 (i) yields[
∂xTr
(
Diag(x)ΣΣ>Diag(x)γ
)]
n(y) = 0 , ∀(x, y, γ) ∈ Supp(σ)× ˘∂K × Sd s.t. γn(y) = 0 .
Since γ and ΣΣ> belong to Sd, this rewrites
d∑
i=1
[ΣΣ>]i,jγi,jni(y) = 0 , 1 ≤ j ≤ d , ∀(y, γ) ∈ ˘∂K × Sd s.t. γn(y) = 0 . (3.9)
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If we define γ0 ∈ Sd by
γ0 =

−|n2(y)|2 n(y)1n(y)2 0 · · · 0
n(y)1n(y)2 |n2(y)|2 0 ...
0 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · · · · · · · 0

we easily check that γ0n = 0. Then using (3.9), we get
[ΣΣ>]1,1|n1(y)n2(y)|2 = [ΣΣ>]1,2|n1(y)n2(y)|2
[ΣΣ>]2,1|n1(y)n2(y)|2 = [ΣΣ>]2,2|n1(y)n2(y)|2
which gives n1(y)n2(y) = 0 since Σ is invertible. Using a similar argument, we prove that
ni(y)nj(y) = 0 for i 6= j, which shows that n(y) must be a vector of the canonical basis
(e1, . . . , ed).
2. If K = Kc, we can apply Proposition 3.2 to obtain the first-order viability, when the
terminal condition is smooth enough. For the general case, we apply our main result.
Indeed, Remark 3.3 implies that (HG) holds for the couple (σ,K). The assumptions of
Theorem 3.1 (ii) are thus satisfied. Setting, w.l.o.g n(y) = e1, we get that Condition (3.3)
holds since it rewrites in this case
∂x
[
Tr
(
σσ>(·)e`(y)e>k (y)
)]
n(y) = ∂1
 d∑
j=1
σljσkjxlxk
 = 0 , 2 ≤ k, ` ≤ d .
4 First order viability for the PDE Lσu = 0
In this section, we introduce a new notion of viability for linear PDEs. Namely, the
constrained super-replication problems considered in this paper entails to find out whether
a hedging strategy with terminal value in K will always do so on the time interval [0, T ].
Since the hedging strategy rewrites as the gradient of a function of X solving the linear
PDE Lσu = 0, we want to know if the gradient of the solution of this PDE lies in K
on [0, T ] as soon as it does so at time T . This leads to the notion of first order viability
property for the PDE Lσu = 0, presented in Section 4.1. This notion interprets also in
terms of viability for linear BSDEs associated to the subclass of gradient type terminal
functions. We verify in Section 4.2 that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for a closed
convex set K with non empty interior whenever it is first order viable for almost all its
tangent half-spaces. Specializing then our study on first order viability for half-spaces, we
provide in Section 4.3 a geometric condition indicating whether or not the PDE Lσu = 0
is first order viable for a given half-space. This finally allows us to verify in Section 4.4
that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for a closed convex set K if and only if the
structural condition (3.3) on the couple (σ,K) is satisfied.
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4.1 First order viability: PDE and BSDE viewpoints
For any h ∈ C1b (Rd,R), the price function uh of the European option with terminal payoff
function h and maturity T is given by:
uh(t, x) := E
[
h(Xt,xT )
]
, (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd .
This function interprets as the unique viscosity solution of the parabolic PDE{
Lσu(t, x) = 0 for (t, x) ∈ [0, T )× Rd ,
u(T, x) = h(x) for x ∈ Rd , (4.1)
in the class of continuous functions with polynomial growth, see e.g. [17]. Moreover, by
Theorem 3.11 in [14], we deduce that uh is C1b on [0, T ]× Rd.
We now introduce the notion of first order viability.
Definition 4.1 The PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for a given set C (or C-first order
viable) if and only if, for any function h ∈ C1b (Rd,R) s.t.
∇h(x) ∈ C , x ∈ Rd ,
the function uh defined by (4.1) satisfies
∇uh(t, x) ∈ C , (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd .
Remark 4.1 Contrary to the classical definition of viability, which requires the function
uh to take value in C, our definition deals with the first derivative of uh which has to be
valued in C.
The first order viability property for the PDE also has a direct interpretation in terms
of linear BSDE solution. Indeed, as detailed in the next proposition, ∂xuh(t, x) admits a
BSDE representation, for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd and h ∈ C1b (Rd,R).
For t ∈ [0, T ], we denote by S2[t, T ] the set of Ft-adapted continuous processes (Us)s∈[t,T ]
valued in Rd and by H2[t, T ] the set of Ft-predictable processes (Vs)s∈[t,T ] valued in Md
such that
E
[
sup
s∈[t,T ]
|Us|2
]
< ∞ and E
[ ∫ T
t
|Vs|2ds
]
< ∞ .
1An uniform ellipticity condition for σ appears in the statement of this theorem but this assumption is
not used in the proof and indeed not required.
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Proposition 4.1 Let h be in C1b (Rd,R). For (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd, we consider the process
(∆t,x,h,Λt,x,h) ∈ S2[t, T ]×H2[t, T ] solution of the BSDE
∆t,x,hs = ∇h(Xt,xT ) +
∫ T
s
Fσ(X
t,x
r ,Λ
t,x,h
r )dr −
∫ T
s
Λt,x,hr dWr , s ∈ [t, T ] , (4.2)
where Fσ : Rd ×Md → Rd is defined by
Fσ(x,Λ) :=
d∑
j=1
[∂xσ
.j(x)]>Λ.j , x ∈ Rd , Λ ∈Md . (4.3)
Then we have
∆t,x,hs = ∇uh(s,Xt,xs ) , s ∈ [t, T ] , x ∈ Rd .
Moreover, under (Hσ), we have that Λt,x,h = Γt,x,hσ(Xt,x), for some symetric matrix
valued process Γt,x,h.
Observe that the first order viability for the PDE Lσu = 0 can be directly rewritten in
terms of (zero-order) viability property for the linear BSDE (4.2) on a subclass of gradient
payoff functions.
Corollary 4.1 The PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for a given set C if and only if, for
any h ∈ C1b (Rd,R) such that ∇h belongs to C, the part (∆t,x,hs )t≤s≤T of the solution of the
BSDE (4.2) belongs P−a.s. to C, for any (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Fix (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×Rd and h ∈ C1b (Rd,R). Let (Y t,x, Zt,x) ∈
S2[t, T ]×H2[t, T ] be the solution to the following BSDE with no driver:
Y t,xs = h(X
t,x
T )−
∫ T
s
Zt,xr dWr , s ∈ [t, T ] .
Such a solution exists and is unique since h ∈ C1b (Rd,R) and σ ∈ C1b (Rd,Md). We consider
the inverse of the tangent process ∂xXt,x as well as the tangent process (∂xY t,x, ∂xZt,x) of
(Y t,x, Zt,x), see e.g. [14]. They have the following dynamics
[∂xX
t,x
s ]
−1 = Id +
∫ s
t
[∂xX
t,x
r ]
−1( d∑
j=1
[∂xσ
.j(Xt,xr )]
2
)
dr −
d∑
j=1
∫ s
t
[∂xX
t,x
r ]
−1[∂xσ.j(Xt,xr )]dW
j
r ,
∂xY
t,x
s = ∂xh(X
t,x
T )∂xX
t,x
T −
d∑
j=1
∫ T
s
∂xZ
t,x,j
r dW
j
r , t ≤ s ≤ T .
From e.g. Theorem 3.1 in [14], we know that
∂xu(t, x) = ∂xY
t,x
x . (4.4)
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Recalling that the process (∆t,xs )t≤s≤T is solution to the markovian linear BSDE (4.2)
with continuous coefficient function, we have that ∆t,xs = v(s,Xt,xs ) for some continuous
function v, see e.g. Theorem 4.1 in [12]. Observe also that ∆t,xt = v(t, x) is deterministic.
Applying Itô’s formula, we compute using the dynamics of [∂xX
t,x
s ]−1 and ∂xY t,x that
[∆t,xs ]
> = ∂xY t,xs [∂xX
t,x
s ]
−1 , t ≤ s ≤ T . (4.5)
Setting s = t in the above equation and using (4.4), we obtain that ∆t,xt = [∂xu]>(t, x).
We deduce that ∆t,xs = ∇u(s,Xt,xs ), for any s ∈ [t, T ].
When the volatility matrix σ is smooth, one can show, using Feynman-Kac formula,
that ∆t,x,ht is a classical solution of a linear PDE and then Λ
t,x,h
t = ∂xxu(t, x)σ(x). In the
general case, one uses a regularization procedure (see e.g. the proof of Proposition 3.3 in
[3]) and the stability property of (linear) BSDEs (see e.g. Proposition 2.1 in [12]) to show
that Γt,x,h is the limit of symetric matrix and thus symetric itself. 2
The rest of the section is dedicated to the proof of a necessary and sufficient condition for
the first order viability property to hold. It is important to observe that the only possible
terminal conditions for the linear BSDE (4.2) are of the form ∇h(XT ). Hence the viability
characterization for BSDEs derived in [5] does not apply directly here since it requires the
consideration of any terminal condition of the form g(XT ), with g a continuous function.
In the next section, we adapt the arguments developed in [5] using a geometric approach.
4.2 First order viability and half-space decomposition
In this section, we prove that the first order viability for a closed convex set K satisfying
(HK), is characterized by the first order viability of a well chosen collection of half-spaces
H supporting K, i.e. such that K ⊂ H and ∂H ∩K 6= ∅. For this purpose, we first rewrite
K as the intersection of the corresponding half-spaces and then discuss the related first
order viability properties.
For y ∈ ∂K, we denote by ρ(y) the radius of the largest closed ball included in K which
is tangent to K at point y i.e.
ρ(y) := sup
{
ρ ≥ 0 | y ∈ B¯(x, ρ) ⊂ K , for some x ∈ K} .
The set of points of ∂K with ρ > 0 corresponds to a subset of points where the convex
surface presents some regularity. We denote this subset by ˜∂K, namely,
˜∂K := {y ∈ ∂K , ρ(y) > 0} .
In particular, observe that for any point in ˜∂K, there exists a unique outward normal
vector so that ˜∂K ⊂ ˘∂K ⊂ ∂K, where ˘∂K is defined in (3.2). For y ∈ ˜∂K, we denote
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by n(y) the unique outward normal vector and by Hy the half-space tangent to K at point
y containing K, i.e.
Hy :=
{
y′ ∈ Rd , (y′ − y)>n(y) ≤ 0
}
, y ∈ ˜∂K .
Lemma 4.1 Any convex set K satisfying (HK) rewrites
K =
⋂
y∈ ˜∂K
Hy . (4.6)
Proof. The proof divides in two steps.
Step 1: Theorem 18.8 in [18] states that x ∈ K if and only if
(x− y)>n(y) ≤ 0 , y ∈ ˘∂K . (4.7)
Let A be a dense subset of ˘∂K. It is obvious that x ∈ K implies
(x− y)>n(y) ≤ 0 , y ∈ A . (4.8)
We are going to verify the converse implication, showing that (4.8) implies (4.7). For this
to be true, we only need to find for any fixed y ∈ ˘∂K an approximating sequence (yi) of
points in A s.t. yi → y and n(yi)→ n(y).
Let first observe that for y ∈ ˘∂K, since A is a dense subset of ˘∂K, there exists (yi)i an
approximating sequence of points in A converging to y. Since {n(yi), i ≥ 0} is compact,
we have that, up to a subsequence still denoted (yi), (n(yi))i converges to some unit vector
ν. Moreover, we compute
0 ≥ (x− yi)>n(yi) = (x− y)>n(yi) + (y − yi)>n(yi) , x ∈ K , i ≥ 1 .
This implies that (x− y)>ν ≤ 0 for any x ∈ K, so that ν is an outward normal vector for
K at y. Since y ∈ ˜∂K, we get ν = n(y) and (4.8) holds.
Step 2: Let B be the unit closed ball and set Kα = K ∩ αB for α ∈ N, with α ≥ 1.
Hence K = ∪αKα. For α ≥ 1, one observes that if x ∈ ˘∂K \ ˜∂K and |x| < α, then
x ∈ ˘∂Kα \ ˜∂Kα. McMullen [15] shows that ˘∂Kα \ ˜∂Kα has a zero Rd−1-lebesgue measure,
for any α ≥ 1. Since K = ∪αKα, this implies that ˜∂K is dense in ˘∂K. Combined with
Step 1, this concludes the proof of the lemma. 2
We now observe that the first order viability property for the convex set K relates to the
first order viability property for every half-space Hy, y ∈ ˜∂K. This nice property allows
us to restrict our upcoming argumentation to the consideration of viability property for
half-spaces.
Proposition 4.2 Let (HK) be in force. Then, the PDE Lσu is first order viable for the
closed convex set K if and only if it is first order viable for every half-space Hy, for y ∈ ˜∂K.
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The proof of this proposition requires the following lemma, which states the homothetic
stability of the first order viability property.
Lemma 4.2 The PDE Lσu is first order viable for a closed set C if and only if it is first
order viable for every closed set λC + y with λ > 0 and y ∈ Rd.
Proof. We fix a set C and choose y ∈ Rd and λ > 0. We suppose that the PDE Lσu
is first order viable for C and simply need to verify that it is also first order viable for
λC + y. Let h ∈ C1b (Rd,R) such that ∂xh> is valued in λC + y and define the function
g ∈ C1b (Rd,R) by
g(x) :=
1
λ
(
h(x)− x>y
)
, x ∈ Rd .
The gradient of g directly satisfies
∂xg(x)
> =
1
λ
(
∂xh(x)
> − y
)
∈ C , x ∈ Rd .
Since the PDE Lσu is viable for C we deduce that [∂xug]> is valued in C. Moreover, we
easily check that the function (t, x) 7→ λug(t, x) + x>y solves the PDE
Lσu = 0 on [0, T )× Rd , u(T, .) = h on Rd . (4.9)
From uniqueness of the solution to (4.9), we get
uh(t, x) = λug(t, x) + x>y , (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd .
Since [∂xug]> is valued in C, we deduce that [∂xuh]> is valued in λC+y. The arbitrariness
of h indicates that Lσu is first order viable for λC + y and concludes the proof. 2
We now to turn to the proof of Proposition 4.2.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The proof divides in two steps, corresponding to each impli-
cation.
Step 1: Assume that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for any Hy, with y ∈ ˜∂K.
We deduce from this viability property and the representation of K given in Lemma 4.1
that, for any h ∈ C1b (Rd,R) with ∂xh> valued K, [∂xuh]> is valued in every Hy, y ∈ ˜∂K.
Using again the representation of K given in Lemma 4.1, we conclude that K is first order
viable.
Step 2: Assume that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for K.
We intend to prove that it is also first order viable for any Hy with y ∈ ˜∂K. Up to
considering K − {y} according to Lemma 4.2, we suppose that y = 0.
By definition of ˜∂K and denoting by n the outward normal vector to K at point 0, there
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exists R0 > 0 such that the ball B¯(−R0n,R0) ⊂ K is tangent to K at 0. We pick
h ∈ C1b (Rd,R) with ∂xh> valued in H0. We choose any arbitrary ε > 0 and intend to
prove that [∂xuh]> is valued in H0 + εn.
Since ∂xh> is bounded, there exists Rε such that ∂xh> is valued in B¯((ε−Rε)n,Rε), as
shown on Figure 1. Therefore, we deduce that
∂xh
>(x) ∈ B¯((ε−Rε)n,Rε) = Rε
R0
B¯(−R0n,R0) + εn ⊂ Rε
R0
K + εn , x ∈ Rd .
Since the PDE Lσu is first order viable for K, Lemma 4.2 indicates that it is also first
order viable for RεR0K + εn and therefore [∂xu
h]> is valued in RεR0K + εn. But, since the
half-space H0 is convex cone, we have
Rε
R0
K + εn ⊂ Rε
R0
H0 + εn = H0 + εn .
Thus [∂xuh]> is valued in H0 + εn, for any ε > 0. Hence, [∂xuh]> is also valued in H0.
Therefore, the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for any hyperplane Hy, with y ∈ ˜∂K. 2
Figure 1: Visual representation of Step 2 in the proof of Proposition 4.2
4.3 First order viability property for half-spaces
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 4.1 If the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for the half-space H with normal
unit vector n then
n>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) = 0 , ∀x ∈ Supp(σ) , γ ∈ Sd such that γn = 0 . (4.10)
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Moreover, whenever (Hσ) and (HG) hold, the converse is valid.
The proof of this theorem is done in two steps below, proving each assertion separately,
namely Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4. The proofs follow ideas developed in [5] for
(zero-order) viability properties on BSDEs, but are much simpler due to the consideration
of half-spaces.
Remark 4.2 (i) The condition n>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) ≤ 0 has a natural geometric interpreta-
tion. For a given terminal condition inH, it indicates that the ∆-component of the solution
of the BSDE (4.2) with generator Fσ is pushed inside the half-space H whenever it comes
near its boundary. This condition takes the form n>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) = 0 in our context since
Fσ given in (4.3) is linear with respect to its second variable.
(ii) Assume (Hσ) holds true. The BSDE (4.2) satisfies the classical (zero-order) viability
property for the half-space H if and only if
n>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) = 0 , ∀x ∈ Supp(σ) , γ ∈Md such that γ>n = 0 .
This condition is the one given in [5] adapted to our context, it is stronger than (4.10). It
is important to observe that the restriction to terminal conditions of the form ∇h(Xt,xT )
translates into the only consideration of symetric matrices γ.
Before proving Theorem 4.1, we state that Condition (4.10) and Condition (3.3) for
half-spaces with outward normal vector n, are the same.
Lemma 4.3 Condition (4.10) is equivalent to
∂x[n¯
>
` σσ
>(.)n¯k]n = 0 , 2 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ d . (4.11)
recalling that (n, n¯2, . . . , n¯d) is an orthonormal basis of Rd.
Proof. Recall that P (y) denotes the new basis orthogonal matrix associated to (n(y), n¯2(y), . . . , n¯d(y)).
We introduce the family (k`)1≤k≤`≤d of elements of Sd, given by
k` := n¯`(y)n¯k(y)
> + n¯k(y)n¯`(y)> = P (e`e>k + eke
>
` )P
> 1 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ d .
This family is a basis of Sd. Moreover, it is straightforward to show that the family
(k`)2≤k≤`≤d is a basis of {γ ∈ Sd , s.t. γn = 0}. If we assume that
Fσ(·, k`σ) = ∂x[n¯>` σσ>n¯k]> , (4.12)
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it is then clear that Condition (4.10) is equivalent to Condition (4.11).
The following computations prove (4.12):
Fσ(·, k`σ) =
d∑
j=1
∂x[σ
.j ]>k`σ.j =
d∑
j=1
∂x[n`(y)
>σ.jn¯k(y)>σ.j ]>
=
d∑
j=1
∂x[(P
>σ)`j(P>σ)kj ]> = ∂x[(P>σ)`.((P>σ)k.)>]>
= ∂x[e
>
` P
>σ(e>k P
>σ)>]> = ∂x[n¯>` σσ
>n¯k]>
2
We now proceed with the proof of the necessary part of Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.3 If the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for a half-space H with unit
outward normal vector n, then Condition (4.10) holds for n.
In order to derive this proposition, we use the following technical lemma whose proof is
given in the Appendix, see Section 6.3.
Lemma 4.4 Let (t, x, n, γ) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd × ∂B¯(0, 1) × Sd such that γ n = 0. If the PDE
Lσu = 0 is first order viable for a half-space H with unit outward normal vector n, then
∆t,x belongs to H where (∆t,x,Λt,x) is the solution on [t, T ] of the BSDE (4.2) associated
to the terminal condition γ(Xt,xT − x).
Proof of Proposition 4.3.
Using Lemma 4.2, we can assume w.l.o.g. that 0 ∈ ∂H.
In order to verify that Condition (4.10) holds for the vector n ∈ ∂B¯(0, 1), we pick any
x ∈ Rd and γ ∈ Sd such that γn = 0. Since one can choose either γ or −γ and the map
γ 7→ Fσ(x, γσ(x)) is linear, we only need to check that
n>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) ≤ 0 . (4.13)
We pick ε ∈ [0, T ] and denote by Xε solution on [T − ε, T ] of the SDE (2.1) starting in
x at time T − ε and by (∆ε,Λε) the solution on [T − ε, T ] of the BSDE (4.2) associated
to the terminal condition γ(XεT − x). We deduce from γn = 0 that ntopγ(XεT − x) = 0 so
that ∆εT = γ(X
ε
T − x) ∈ ∂H. This implies that
n>∆εt =
∫ T
t
n>Fσ(Xεs ,Λ
ε
s)ds−
∫ T
t
n>ΛεsdWs , T − ε ≤ t ≤ T .
Since the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for the half-space H, Lemma 4.4 indicates that
∆ε belongs to H and thus
n>∆εt ≤ 0 , T − ε ≤ t ≤ T . (4.14)
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Let us define the process ∆ˆε on [T − ε, T ] by
∆ˆεt = γ(X
ε
t − x) + Fσ(x, γσ(x))(T − t)
= γ(XεT − x) + Fσ(x, γσ(x))(T − t)−
∫ T
t
γσ(Xεs )dWs , T − ε ≤ t ≤ T .
Since n>γ = 0, we compute directly
n>∆ˆεT−ε = n
>Fσ(x, γσ(x))ε . (4.15)
In particular, observe that (4.13) is satisfied as soon as n>∆ˆεT−ε/ε is non-positive for ε
small enough.
Besides, (∆ε,Λε) and (∆ˆε, γσ(Xε)) are solutions on [T − ε, T ] of BSDEs with the same
terminal condition γ(XεT − x) and respective drivers (Fσ(Xs, .))s and Fσ(x, γσ(x)). The
stability property for BSDE, see for e.g. Prop 4.1 in [5], reads
E|∆ˆεT−ε −∆εT−ε|2 ≤ CE
[(∫ T
T−ε
|Fσ(Xεs , γσ(Xεs ))− Fσ(x, γσ(x))|ds
)2]
,
where C is a non-negative constant, which may change from line to line and does not
depend on ε.
The Cauchy Schwartz inequality together with the Lipschitz property of the driver with
respect to its second variable leads to
E|∆ˆεT−ε −∆εT−ε|2 ≤ Cε
∫ T
T−ε
E
[|γσ(Xεs )− γσ(x)|2 + |Fσ(Xεs , γσ(x))− Fσ(x, γσ(x))|2] ds
≤ Cε2(ε+ αε) , (4.16)
where the last inequality follows from classical estimates on the forward diffusion Xε on
[T − ε, T ], and αε is given by
αε := E
[
sup
T−ε≤s≤T
|Fσ(Xεs , γσ(x))− Fσ(x, γσ(x))|2
]
.
Observe from the Markov property of the process Xε that αε rewrites
αε = E
[
sup
0≤s≤ε
|Fσ(X0,xs , γσ(x))− Fσ(x, γσ(x))|2
]
.
Since σ ∈ C1b (Rd,Rd), the function Fσ(., γσ(x)) given in (4.3) is continuous and bounded.
Therefore, the continuity of the process X0,x together with the dominated convergence
theorem ensures that αε goes to 0 as ε does so. Thus, we deduce from (4.16) that∥∥∥∥∥∆ˆεT−εε − ∆εT−εε
∥∥∥∥∥
L2
−→ 0 as ε→ 0 .
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Up to a subsequence, this implies that ∆ˆεT−ε/ε and ∆ˆ
ε
T−ε/ε share a.s. the same limit.
Therefore (4.14) together with (4.15) provide
n>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) = lim
ε→0
n>∆ˆεt
ε
= lim
ε→0
n>∆εt
ε
≤ 0 ,
which concludes the proof. 2
Remark 4.3 Observe that the same line of arguments indicates that (4.10) is satisfied
for a given vector n ∈ ∂B¯(0, 1) as soon as the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order-viable for an
hyperplane ∂H with outward normal vector n. One simply needs to work with conditions
of the form n>. = 0 instead of n>. ≤ 0 in the above proof.
Moreover, observe that ∂H rewritesH∩H ′ withH ′ a half-space with outward normal vector
−n, and (4.10) is automatically satisfied for −n as soon as it is valid for n. Therefore,
Proposition 4.4 below indicates that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order-viable for both half
spaces H and H ′ whenever (4.10) holds for n. Thus this condition is also necessary and
sufficient in order to ensure that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for any hyperplane
with outward normal vector n.
Proposition 4.4 Suppose that Condition (4.10) holds for the vector n ∈ ∂B¯(0, 1). Then,
under (Hσ) and (HG), the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for any half-space H with
outward normal vector n.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that 0 ∈ ∂H, recalling Lemma 4.2.
Let h be a function in C1b (Rd,R) with gradient valued in H. Let X and (∆,Λ) denote the
respective solutions of the SDE (2.1) and the BSDE (4.2) associated to any fixed starting
point (t, x) in [0, T ] × Rd and terminal condition h(XT ). We intend to prove that ∆ is
valued inH on [t, T ]. The first order viability of Lσu = 0 forH is then a direct consequence
of Corollary 4.1.
Using Proposition 4.1, we have, for t ≤ s ≤ T
n>∆s = n>∆T +
∫ T
s
n>Fσ(Xu,Γuσ(Xu))du−
∫ T
s
n>Γuσ(Xu)dWu , (4.17)
where Γ is valued in Sd. Recalling the proof of Lemma 4.3, we write Γu :=
∑
1≤k≤`≤d γ
k`
u k`
and observe that n>Γu =
∑d
`=1 γ
1`
u n
>1` = γ1.u P>.
Moreover, since ∆hT = ∇h(XT ) ∈ H, we get from (4.17) that
n>∆s ≤
∫ T
s
∑
1≤k≤`≤d
γk`u ∂x[n¯
>
` σσ
>n¯k](Xu)ndu−
∫ T
s
γ1.u P
>σ(Xu)dWu , (4.18)
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for all s ∈ [t, T ], recalling (4.12).
Using Condition (4.10) in its equivalent form (4.11), we obtain
n>∆s ≤
∫ T
s
d∑
`=1
γ1`u ∂x[n¯
>
` σσ
>n](Xu)ndu−
∫ T
s
γ1.u P
>σ(Xu)dWu , (4.19)
for s ∈ [t, T ]. Defining the vector valued process θu s.t. θ`u = ∂x[n¯>` σσ>n](Xu)n, 1 ≤ ` ≤ d,
we compute
n>∆s ≤ −
∫ T
s
γ1.u P
>σ(Xu)(dWu − [P>σ(Xu)]−1θu du) , t ≤ s ≤ T . (4.20)
Using the definition of P , we notice that
[P>σ(X.)]−1θ = σ−1(X.)
( ∑
1≤i,j,k≤d
∂k[σσ
>]i,j(X.)nink
(∑
`
Pm`n¯j`
))
1≤m≤d
= σ−1(X.)
( ∑
1≤i,k≤d
∂k[σσ
>]i,j(X.)nink
)
1≤j≤d
Therefore, we can apply Girsanov Theorem under (HG), and we know that there exists an
equivalent probability measure Pθ, under which the process W − ∫ [P>σ(Xu)]−1θudu is a
Brownian motion. Taking the expectation under this new probability measure in (4.20),
we obtain
n>∆s ≤ 0, t ≤ s ≤ T ,
which concludes the proof. 2
Remark 4.4 Let H be a half-space with unit outward normal vector n and τ a stopping
time valued in [0, T ]. Whenever Condition (4.10) holds for n, we observe that the same
arguments as in the above proof show that the first component of the solution of the BSDE
(4.2) lies in H on [0, τ ], if it belongs to H at time τ .
4.4 First order viability for general convex sets
As established in Proposition 4.2, the first order viability of a closed convex set K with
non empty interior is characterized by the first order viability of supporting half-spaces Hy
tangent to K at points y ∈ ˜∂K. We shall verify in this section that it is also characterized
in terms of first order viability on the largest class of supporting hyper-spacesHy associated
to any y ∈ ˘∂K. More importantly, we derived in Theorem 4.1 a necessary and sufficient
analytical condition ensuring the PDE Lσu = 0 to be first order viable for a given half-
space. Combining these observations provides therefore a similar condition for any closed
convex set K with non empty interior.
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Theorem 4.2 Let (HK) be in force. If the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for the
convex set K, then the condition (3.3), which rewrites equivalently
n(y)>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) = 0 , for all x ∈ Supp(σ) , y ∈ ˘∂K , γ ∈ Sd such that γ n(y) = 0 ,
(4.21)
is satisfied. Besides, whenever (Hσ) and (HG) hold, the converse is valid.
Proof. The proof is performed in several steps.
Step 1: (4.21) implies the first order viability property.
We assume in this step that (4.21) is satisfied and (Hσ) holds. Then, for any y ∈ ˘∂K,
Theorem 4.1 indicates that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for the supporting half-
space Hy. In particular, it is first order viable for any half-space Hy with y ∈ ˜∂K and
Proposition 4.2 implies that it is first order viable for the convex K.
Step 2: The first order viability property implies (4.21).
Assume that the PDE Lσu = 0 is first order viable for K. Proposition 4.2 indicates that
this is also true for any half-space Hy with y ∈ ˜∂K and Theorem 4.1 implies that
n(y)>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) = 0 , ∀x ∈ Rd , y ∈ ˜∂K , γ ∈ Sd such that γ n(y) = 0 .
It remains to check that this relation is also valid for a given y ∈ ˘∂K.
Let y be in ˘∂K. As observed in the proof of Lemma 4.1, y ∈ ˘∂K is the limit of a sequence
(yp)p∈N of points lying in ˜∂K s.t. n(yp)→ n(y). Fix now some (x, γ) ∈ Rd × Sd satisfying
γ n(y) = 0. Then there exists a sequence (γp) in Sd such that γp n(yp) = 0 for any p ≥ 1
and γ = limp→∞ γp. Indeed, since γ ∈ Sd, there exists O ∈Md s.t. OO> = O>O = Id and
O>γO = D where D is a diagonal matrix with D1,1 = 0. The matrix O corresponds to the
new basis matrix from the canonical basis to an orthonormal basis B′ = (n(y), n2, . . . , nd).
Then consider the basis B′p obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization
procedure to the basis (n(yp)p, n2, . . . , nd) and denote by Op the new basis matrix for B′p
for p ≥ 1. Since the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure is continuous, we get
that limp→∞Op = O. Then define the sequence (γp)p in Sd by
γp := O
>
p DOp , p ≥ 1 .
From the definition of the basis B′p and since D1,1 = 0 we have γp n(yp) = 0 for all p ≥ 1.
Moreover, since limp→∞Op = O, we have limp→∞ γp = γ.
Now, since yp ∈ ˜∂K and γp n(yp) = 0, we get
n(yp)
>Fσ(x, γpσ(x)) = 0 ,
for any p ≥ 1. Letting p go to infinity, we obtain n(y)>Fσ(x, γσ(x)) = 0 and (4.21) holds
also for (y, x, γ) ∈ ˘∂K × Rd × Sd such that γ n(y) = 0.
2
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Remark 4.5 (i) As observed in Remark 4.4, Condition (3.3) also ensures that, if the first
component ∆ of the solution to the BSDE (4.2) lies in H at a given stopping time τ valued
in [0, T ], ∆ remains in K on [0, τ ]. Therefore Condition (3.3) is necessary and sufficient to
ensure that the BSDE (4.2) satisfies the first order viability property for K on any random
time interval [0, τ ], with τ stopping time smaller than T .
(ii) Consider for example an American option whose exercise payoff is h(Xt,x) on [t, T ].
We assume that h ∈ C1b (Rd,R) with∇h valued inK. We denote by τ∗ the optimal stopping
time. Under some regularity assumptions, it is known that the Delta of the option at time
t is ∆t,xt , where the terminal condition in (4.2) is now random and given by ∇h(Xt,xτ∗ ) ∈ K,
see e.g. [10] Theorem 2.3 and the references therein. One can then apply (i) above to
conclude that Theorem 3.1 holds true for American Option, under strengthened regularity
assumption.
5 Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this Section we prove the main result of this paper, i.e. Theorem 3.1, using the results
of Section 4 together with some regularization arguments. We prove each implication
separately.
5.1 (i) =⇒ (ii)
Let h be any function in C1b (Rd,R) such that ∇h is valued in K. Our goal is to show that
∇uh is valued in K when (i) holds true (h is not necessarily bounded from below). If this is
the case, then the PDE Lσu = 0 is first-order viable and the statement is a straightforward
consequence of Theorem 4.2.
We now construct an approximating sequence of functions (hn)n≥0 s.t. hn satisfies (Hh)
and ∇uhn(t, x)→ ∇uh(t, x), as n→∞.
To this end, we introduce, for n ≥ 0,
fn : z ∈ R 7→
∫ z
−∞
F[0,1][1[−n,∞)](y)dy −
(
n+
1
2
)
,
where F[0,1] is the facelift operator on R associated to the convex set [0, 1]. We then define
the sequence (hn)n by hn = fn ◦ h for all n ≥ 0. We notice that fn is lower bounded and
fn(y) = y for all y ≥ −n, and all n ≥ 0. We compute that ∇hn = f ′n(h)∇h and since
f ′n ∈ [0, 1], ∇hn ∈ [0,∇h] ⊂ K. Thus hn satisfies (Hh). Moreover, we have hn(y)→ h(y)
and ∇hn(y)→ ∇h(y), as n→∞, for all y ∈ Rd. Using the representation of Proposition
4.1 and usual stability arguments for BSDEs (see e.g. Proposition 2.1 in [12]), we obtain
that ∇uhn(t, x)→ ∇uh(t, x), as n→∞. Under (i), we have that ∇uhn takes its values in
K and so does ∇uh. 2
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5.2 (ii) =⇒ (i)
Step 1: Replication strategy for FK [h](X
t,x
T ).
Let fix (t, x) ∈ [0, T )×Rd. Under (Hh), h is bounded from below. Hence, Lemma 6.1 (v)
ensures that FK [h](X
t,x
T ) is also bounded from below. Using the martingale representation
Theorem, we have
uFK [h](t, x) = FK [h](X
t,x
T )−
∫ T
t
Zt,xs dWs,
which allows us to define the replicating financial strategy (∆s)s∈[t,T ] for FK [h](X
t,x
T ) by
∆>s := Z
t,x
s σ
−1(Xt,xs ) , s ∈ [t, T ] .
Since Zt,x ∈ H2[t, T ] and σ−1(Xt,x) is a continuous process, this strategy is obviously
admissible.
Step 2: Viability of the replication strategy of FK [h].
We now prove that the replicating strategy ∆ is admissible. The main difficulty relies here
in the lack of regularity of the payoff function under assumption (Hh). We therefore use
an approximation argument and proceed in two substeps.
Substep 2.a: Regularization of h.
Under (Hh), we consider the Lipschitz-regularization (hn) of h given in Lemma 6.2. We
introduce the sequence (nZt,x) given by
uFK [hn](t, x) = FK [hn](X
t,x
T )−
∫ T
t
nZt,xs dWs , n ≥ 1 .
Using (Hh), Lemma 6.2 and the dominated convergence theorem, we easily obtain
lim
n→∞E
[
|FK [h](Xt,xT )− FK [hn](Xt,xT )|2
]
= 0
and thus nZt,x → Zt,x in H2[t, T ].
Defining the process n∆> := nZt,xσ−1(Xt,x) we directly deduce that up to a subsequence
n∆ → ∆ , P⊗ λ a.e. on Ω× [t, T ] . (5.1)
Substep 2.b: Regularization of FK [hn].
Fix n ∈ N and let ϕ be a compactly supported smooth probability density function on Rd.
We define the sequences of function (ϕk)k≥1 and (Fn,k)k≥1 from Rd to R by ϕk : x 7→
kdϕ(kx) and
Fn,k : x 7→ ϕk ∗ FK [hn](x) =
∫
Rd
ϕk(x+ y)FK [hn](x)dy ,
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for any k ≥ 1. Let us introduce k,nZ given by the martingale representation Theorem
uFn,k(t, x) = ϕk ∗ FK [hn](Xt,xT )−
∫ T
t
k,nZt,xs dWs , n, k ≥ 1 .
As in the previous step, we define the sequence of processes k,n∆> := k,nZt,xσ−1(Xt,x).
We observe that, up to a subsequence, k,n∆ → n∆ a.e. on Ω × [t, T ] as k goes to ∞.
Besides, Theorem 3.1 in [14] directly implies that
k,n∆s = ∇uFn,k(s,Xt,xs ) , t ≤ s ≤ T , n, k ≥ 1 . (5.2)
Now, since FK [hn] is a bounded Lipschitz function, combining Rademacher Theorem with
Lemma 6.3 (i) we have CK
(
∂xFK [hn](x)
) ≥ 0, for almost every x ∈ Rd, which means
∇FK [hn] ∈ K , a.e. on Rd ,
We also observe that, since FK [hn] is Lipschitz cotinuous, we have from the dominated
convergence theorem
∂jFn,k = ϕk ∗ ∂j∇FK [hn], 1 ≤ j ≤ d .
Now, since K is closed and convex, we obtain
∇Fn,k ∈ K , n, k ≥ 1 . (5.3)
Applying Theorem 4.2, we deduce that (∇uFn,k(t, .))n,k and thus (n,k∆)n,k are valued in
K, recalling (5.2).
Substep 2.c: Viability of the replicating strategy of FK [h].
For any n ≥ 1, since k,n∆→ n∆ a.e. as k goes to infinity, the closeness of K implies that
n∆ is valued in K a.e.
A similar argument yields that ∆ is also valued in K, recalling Step 1. Since ∆ is an
admissible strategy, we conclude that ∆ ∈ AKt,x.
Step 3: Identification of the super replicating price of h and the replicating price of FK [h].
Substep 2.c yields that uFK [h](t, x) dominates the super-replication price vhK(t, x) of h(X
t,x
T ),
recalling Definition 2.1. The proof is concluded using Corollary 2.1. 2
6 Appendix
6.1 Facelift properties
The first lemma collects some useful properties of the facelift transform. Lemma 6.2 is an
approximation result and Lemma 6.3 is a (minimal) PDE characterisation of the facelift.
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Lemma 6.1 (i) If h is lower semi-continuous, then FK [h] is also l.s.c..
(ii) If h(x) ≥ g(x) for all x, then FK [h](x) ≥ FK [g](x), for all x ∈ Rd.
(iii) If 0 ∈ K and h(.) = c with c a given constant then FK [h] = h.
(iv) FK [h ∨ g] = FK [h] ∨ FK [g].
(v) FK [h] ≥ h and FK [h] = FK [FK [h]].
Proof. Property (i) holds true since FK [h] is the point wise supremum of l.s.c. func-
tions. Properties (ii)-(iii)-(iv) are obvious consequences of the Definition 2.2 of the facelift
transform. Property (v) follows from the fact that 0 ∈ K˜ and the following computation
FK [FK [h]](x) = sup
y2∈Rd
FK [h](x+ y2)− δK(y2)
= sup
y1,y2∈Rd
h(x+ y2 + y1)− δK(y1)− δK(y2) ≤ FK [h](x) ,
for any x ∈ Rd. 2
Lemma 6.2 Assume that h is lower semi-continuous and bounded from below by −mh,
for some mh ≥ 0.
Then, there exists an increasing sequence (hn)n≥1 of bounded Lipschitz function, uniformly
bounded from below by −mh converging to h and such that FK [hn] ↑ FK [h].
Proof. We define the sequence of functions (gn)n by
gn(x) = inf
y∈Rd
{
h(y) + n|x− y|} , x ∈ Rd ,
for n ≥ 1. It is clear that the sequence (gn)n is nondecreasing, that −mh ≤ gn ≤ h and gn
is n-Lipschitz continuous for all n ≥ 1.
We now prove that (gn)n converges pointwise to h. Fix some x ∈ Rd. Since h is l.s.c and
bounded from below there exists a sequence (xn)n in Rd such that
gn(x) = h(xn) + n|x− xn| , n ≥ 1 . (6.1)
Since h is bounded from below by −mh, we deduce
n|x− xn| ≤ h(x)− h(xn) ≤ h(x) +mh , n ≥ 1 ,
so that limn→∞ xn = x. Together with (6.1) and the lower semi continuity of h, this yields
lim
n→∞ gn(x) ≥ lim infn→∞ h(xn) ≥ h(x) .
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Thus, gn(x) ↑ h(x) as n ↑ ∞, for all x ∈ Rd.
Define now the sequence of functions (hn)n by
hn(x) := gn(x) ∧ n , x ∈ Rd , , n ≥ 1 .
Since gn is Lipschitz continuous and bounded from below, hn is bounded and Lipschitz
continuous, for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, since (gn)n is nondecreasing and converges pointwise
to h, we also get that (hn)n is nondecreasing and converges pointwise to h.
It remains to prove the convergence of FK [hn] to FK [h]. For any x ∈ Rd, we simply
observe that
FK [h](x) = sup
u∈K˜
h(x+ u)− δK(u) = sup
n≥1,u∈K˜
hn(x+ u)− δK(u) = lim
n→∞ ↑ FK [hn](x) .
2
Lemma 6.3 Let h be a lower semi-continuous function from Rd to R.
(i) Assume that FK [h] is locally bounded, then FK [h] is a viscosity super-solution of
min{CK(∂xu), u− h} = 0 on Rd . (6.2)
(ii) Let v be a differentiable super-solution of (6.2), then
v(x) ≥ FK [v](x) ≥ FK [h](x) , x ∈ Rd .
In particular, if h is differentiable and ∇h ∈ K, then FK [h] = h.
Proof. Step 1: Proof of (i).
We first recall that, since h is l.s.c continuous, FK [h] is also l.s.c, see Lemma 6.1. Let
x¯ ∈ Rd and φ ∈ C1(Rd,R) a test function such that
0 = FK [h](x¯)− φ(x¯) = (strict) min
x∈Rd
(FK [h]− φ)(x) . (6.3)
Observe that Lemma (6.1) (v) implies FK [FK [h]] = FK [h], so that
FK [h](x¯) ≥ FK [h](x¯+ y)− δK(y) , y ∈ Rd .
Using (6.3), we deduce
φ(x¯) ≥ φ(x¯+ y)− δK(y) , y ∈ Rd .
In particular, for y = εζ where ε > 0 and ζ ∈ K˜ with |ζ| = 1, we obtain
φ(x¯)− φ(x¯+ ζ)

≤ −δK(ζ) , y ∈ K˜ .
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Letting ε goes to 0 yields δK(ζ) − ∂xφ(x¯)ζ ≥ 0. Since ζ is arbitrarily chosen in K˜, this
yields CK(∂xφ)(x¯) ≥ 0.
Step 2: Proof of (ii).
Let v be a differentiable supersolution of (6.2). We then have
δK(y)− ∂xv(x+ ty)′y ≥ 0 , (t, x, y) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd × K˜ .
Fix now x¯ ∈ Rd. We get from the previous inequality∫ T
0
(
δK(y)− ∂v(x¯+ ty)
∂t
)
dt ≥ 0 , y ∈ Rd .
Therefore, we compute
v(x¯) ≥ v(x¯+ y)− δK(y) , y ∈ Rd .
Taking the supremum over y, we obtain v(x¯) ≥ FK [h](x¯).
Suppose now that h is differentiable and [∂xh]> ∈ K. Since we already know that
FK [h] ≥ h, we conclude FK [h] = h. 2
6.2 Proof of Corollary 2.1
For sake of clarity, let us define v˜hK by
v˜hK(t, x) := v
h
K(t, x) for (t, x) ∈ [0, T )× Rd ,
v˜hK(T, x) := v
h
K(T−, x) for x ∈ Rd .
Recall also the definition of uFK [h] and (uFK [hn])n in the proof of Theorem 3.1, Section 5.2,
Step 1 and Substep 2.a and the fact that
FK [h](x) = lim
n∞ ↑ FK [hn](x) and u
FK [h](t, x) = lim
n∞ ↑ u
FK [hn](t, x) ,
for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd.
From the left-hand equality of the above statement and Proposition 2.1, we deduce that
v˜hK is a viscosity super-solution of{
−Lσu(t, x) = 0 for (t, x) ∈ [0, T )× Rd ,
u(T, x) = FK [hn](x) for x ∈ Rd .
(6.4)
Since FK [hn] is Lipschitz continuous, it is also well known (see e.g. [16]) that uFK [hn] is a
viscosity solution of (6.4), for any n ≥ 1.
The PDE (6.4) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.4.5 in [17], which provides a strong
comparison theorem for viscosity solutions with polynomial growth. Since the functions
uFK [hn] and v˜hK have linear growth, this yields
v˜hK(t, x) ≥ uFK [hn](t, x) , (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd ,
for any n ≥ 1. The proof is concluded letting n go to infinity. 2
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6.3 Proof of Lemma 4.4
We fix (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd. We first notice that, since γ ∈ Sd, the terminal condition
γ(Xt,xT − x) can be written under the form γ(Xt,xT − x) = ∂xh¯(Xt,xT ) with h¯ defined by
h¯(x′) =
1
2
(x′ − x)>γ(x′ − x) , x′ ∈ Rd .
However, we cannot directly conclude from the H-first order viability of Lσu = 0 that
∆t,x belongs to H, since the terminal payoff function h does not belong to C1b (Rd,R). We
therefore construct a sequence (hp)p valued in C1b (Rd,R) approximating h.
Since γ n = 0, we can write γ = γ+ + γ− with γ+ and γ− two elements of Sd which are
respectively non-negative and non-positive and satisfy γ+ n = γ− n == 0.
For all p ≥ 1, define the function hp by
hp(x
′) = h+p (x
′) + h−p (x
′) , x′ ∈ Rd ,
where the function h+p is defined by
h+p (x
′) =
{
p
(
|
√
γ+(x′ − x)| − p2
)
if |
√
γ+(x′ − x)| ≥ p ,
1
2(x
′ − x)>γ+(x′ − x) if |
√
γ+(x′ − x)| ≤ p ,
and h−p is defined by
h−p (x
′) =
{
−p
(
|
√
−γ−(x′ − x)| − p2
)
if |
√
−γ−(x′ − x)| ≥ p ,
1
2(x
′ − x)>γ−(x′ − x) if |
√
−γ−(x′ − x)| ≤ p ,
for all x′ ∈ Rd. We then easily check that
∂xh
±
p (x
′)> =
 p
γ±(x′−x)
|
√
±γ±(x′−x)| if |
√
±γ±(x′ − x)| ≥ p ,
γ±(x′ − x) if |
√
±γ±(x′ − x)| ≤ p .
for all x′ ∈ Rd. Therefore we get from the dominated convergence theorem that
E
[∣∣∣∂xhp(Xt,xT )− ∂xh¯(Xt,xT )∣∣∣2] −→ 0 , as p→∞ . (6.5)
Observe that hp ∈ C1b (Rd,R) and ∂xhp is valued in H, for all p ≥ 1. Since the PDE
Lσu = 0 is first order viable for H, we deduce from Proposition 4.1 that
∆ps ∈ H , t ≤ s ≤ T , p ≥ 1 , (6.6)
where (∆p,Λp) is the solution on [t, T ] of the BSDE (4.2) associated to the terminal
condition ∂xhp(X
t,x
T )
>.
We get from (6.5) and classical estimates on BSDEs that
E
[
sup
t≤s≤T
∣∣∣∆t,xs −∆ps∣∣∣2] −→ 0 , as p→∞ .
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Since H is closed, (6.6) together with the previous convergence imply that ∆t,x is valued
in H.
2
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